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Race 2 

 
#1 - COTINGA drops in for a tag while returning from 
an 8-month absence.  Three-year-old homebred daughter 
of OSCAR PERFORMANCE has been carefully 
pointed to today's engagement by a very capable outfit.  
She'll race on Lasix for the first time and should not be 
taken lightly!  #6 - PARALLEL, #2 - TINTA ROJA, 
and #3 - PRIVACY SETTING are her main rivals.   
 
Exacta/Trifecta/Superfecta Key: 1/6-2-3.  Exacta Part-
Wheel: 6-2-3/1.  Exacta/Trifecta/Superfecta Box: 1-2-3-
6.   
 
Race 4 

 
#6 - TOVIA (Horse To Watch) returns to her preferred 
venue following a failed effort up in Tampa.  Four-year-
old Florida bred daughter of JESS'S DREAM draws the 
always-advantageous open outside post.  I fully expect 
her to come out of there running.  Catch her to collect!  
#1 - GENERAL ROBINSON (Horse To Watch), #2 - 
SUBTLE FAITH, and #5 - UPSTREET (Horse To 
Watch) will be in hot pursuit.   
 
Exacta/Trifecta/Superfecta Key: 6/1-2-5.  Exacta Part-
Wheel: 1-2-5/6.  Exacta/Trifecta/Superfecta Box: 1-2-5-
6.   
 
Race 7 

 
#2 - BETTER LUCK moves back over to the "sod" 
following a game synthetic surface victory.  Three-year-
old Kentucky bred son of TWIRLING CANDY comes 
from a highly successful turf family and worthy 
connections.  Do not let this guy slip past you!  #7 - 
MISTER ABARRIO (Horse To Watch), #3 - CLEAR 
CONSCIENCE (Horse To Watch), and #5 - FLAT 
TOP BOX are the obvious dangers.   
 
Exacta/Trifecta/Superfecta Key: 2/7-3-5.  Exacta Part-
Wheel: 7-3-5/2.  Exacta/Trifecta/Superfecta Box: 2-3-5-
7.   
 

Additional Horses Worth A Closer Look 

 
Race 1: #1 - NO NAME DUDE.   
 
Race 3: #6 - SASSY BABE, #7 - CAJUN FANTASY.   
 
Race 5: #2 - ARROW GHOST, #5 - RED ABARRIO, 
#6 - FUJI FIRE, #10 - DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND.   
 
Race 6: #7 - CANTARO.   
 
Race 8: #2 - ESCAPE ROOM, #5 - LITTLE MINSKY, 
#6 - ROTONDO.   
 
Toby Callet, a nationally recognized public handicapper, 
has been a professional handicapper/horseplayer for 
more than 40 years.  Decades long featured contributor 
on the Saturday and Sunday Thoroughbred L.A. 
broadcasts (at am830.net) has been involved in many 
aspects of thoroughbred handicapping.  Toby’s Key 
Plays focus primarily on his strengths, maiden races and 
turf events.  He also provides a weekly Horses To Watch 
List.  You can become his Facebook friend and follow 
him on Twitter.  For more information about Toby 
Callet, his handicapping work, and the racing venues that 
he covers, please visit tobycallet.com or e-mail him at 
flhcp@bellsouth.net.   


